KyotoUx 007x

Free online courses from Kyoto University

Learn about the evolutionary origins of the human mind by comparing
our cognitive features to chimpanzees, our closest living relative.

April 2, 2020 – March 4, 2021
Length:
Self-paced (5 weeks)
Instructor: Dr. Tetsuro Matsuzawa
Distinguished Professor of Kyoto University Institute for Advanced Study
and Professor of Primate Research Institute, Kyoto University

The
T human mind is an evolutionary product, just like the body.
However, the mind does not remain in fossil form like bones
and teeth. Therefore, to better study and understand our
minds their evolutionary origins we need to compare our cognitive features with those of different living primates. This approach is called “Comparative Cognitive Science (CCS)”. CCS
is a unique combination of Psychology and Primatology. CCS
tries to give answers to the fundamental questions such as
“what is uniquely human?”, “where did it come from?”, “how did
we get here?”, and “where do we go?”. This intensive course
focuses on chimpanzees, the closest relatives of humans.
This course covers selected areas of current research on
CCS. We focus on behavioral studies of nonhuman animals,
especially chimpanzees. Since the chimpanzee and the
human share the latest common ancestor, only about five million years ago, this great ape provides the key to understanding our nature.
Introduction to Primate World
Matsuzawa Methodology
Imitation and Language
Stable Supine Posture and Imagination
Green Corridor Project as a Conservation Practice
https://www.edx.org/course/origins-of-the-human-mind
kyotoux@highedu.kyoto-u.ac.jp

MOOC (Massive Open Online Courses) is an online course that is available to anyone for free. A large number of learners all over the world take courses and learn
through a variety of materials such as the lecture videos, assignments and exams. Kyoto University provides MOOC as "KyotoUx" on edX, one of the MOOC
providers, offering high-quality courses from the world’s best universities and institutions to learners everywhere.

